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The general context
Karst develops on rocks where solution (or corros ion , as it is sometimes ca lled ) is the
dom inant landscape-forming process, even though the fu ll suite of o ther geomorphic
processes occurs. All rocks d issolve in n atural waters to some extent, although some
dissolve much more readily than others. Of the common rocks, the most susceptible to
solution are the halites (chlorides ); anhydrite and gypsum (sulphates ); and limestones,
dolomite, and marble (carbonates ). Extensive landforms on chloride and sulphate
rocks are mainly restricted to arid and semi-arid terrains, because these rocks are so
soluble that in more humid climates they are reduced to very low relief. On the other
hand, carbonate rocks, which cover about 12% of the continenta l ice-free area of
the Earth, are always suffic iently resistant to yield topography with characterist ic
solutional landforms (Figure 17.1). For this reason, this chapter will focus on New
Zea land's landscapes developed o n carbonate rocks . (A good. review of karst on
sulphate rocks can be found in Klimchouk et al. 1996.)
The term 'karst' comes from the landscape of the Dinaric Mountains in the Adriatic region of the Mediterran ean basin. The loca l name for these landscapes is 'kras',
but this was Germanicised to 'Karst' in the period of the A ustro-Hungarian Empire,
when the first in-depth scientific studies were made of the region's geomorphology and
hydrology. 'Karst' is now app lied to any 'terrain with distinctive h ydro logy and landforms arising fro m a combination of high rock so lubility and well developed secondary
porosity' (Ford & Williams 1989 ). The distinctive features include enclosed depressions, caves , sinking streams and underground ri vers, large springs, conical hills, fluted
rock outcrops, and gorges (Figures 17. 2-17.5 ).
Chemical denudation occurs when dissolved rock material is transported away in
solution by running water. The chemical load of a river can be measured by determining the product of the concentration of ions in solution (mg/l) and the discharge of
the river (m3 s- I) . The result can be expressed in several ways, for example, as tonnes
of rock removed per square kilometre of catchment each year (t knr2 y[- I), as the
equ ivalent volume of rock removed each year (m 3 km- 2 yr- I), or the equ iva lent thickness removed from the outcrop if denudation were evenly distributed (mm YLI). In
fact, denudat ion is not the same from year to year, because of variations in rainfall and
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Figure 17.1 The global distribution of carbonate rock outcrops. Most of these areas have karst
landscapes and karst hydrologic systems. (Ford & Williams 1989)

Figure 17.2

Solution dolines in the Waitomo district.

Figure 17.4 Small-scale solution sculpture on
Oligocene limestones in northwest South Island. The
solution runnels were originally formed under forest,
when the rocks would have been covered by moss, forest
litter, and roots. The forest was cleared about 80 years ago.

Figure 17.3 Doubtful Xanadu Cave in Fiordland,
with stalactites (hanging down) and stalagmites (growing
up). Chemical precipitates in caves are collectively
known as speleothems.

Figure 17.5

Subtropical cone karst in southern China.
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temperature, nor is it evenly spread across a catchment, so several years of measurement in different places is required to obtain a reliable estimate of average chemical
denudation and its spatial distribution.
C hemical denudation rates are often perceived as less important than mechanical
rates of denudation, because dissolved load cannot be seen. But this is not always the
case, because so lu tion processes occur even during low flows, whereas mechanical
transportation requires high flows with high velocities to be effective. In some streams
draining limestone and marble catchments, the solute flux can far exceed the
mechanical transport, accounting for virtually all the load. For example, in the clastic
rock hill country of the west coast of North Island, the mean ann ual suspended load is
about 100 t km- 2 y, l (Mosley & Duncan 1992), and bedload contribu tes about
another 10%, whereas in the ne ighbouring karst of Waitomo the solute load is about
180 t km- 2 y,l (Williams 1992). The same authors estimate that in the high er rainfall
region of the Riwaka basin of northwest South Island, so lution of marble amounts to
270 t km- z y, l, whereas in neighbouring non-karst catchments suspended load averages about 1000 t km- 2 y,l.

Dissolution of carbonate rocks
Dissolution of calcite
Both limestone and marble (which is metamorphosed limestone) are composed of the
mineral calcite (specific gravity 2.71), which chemically is calcium carbonate,
CaCOJ . The rock dolomite (sometimes called dolostone) consists of the mineral
dolomite, which is a double carbonate of ca lcium and magnesium, CaMg(COJ)z. It is
less soluble than calcite, so karst on dolomite is generally less well developed than on
limestone or marble.
The chemical process of limestone solution is described in detail by White (1988)
and Ford and Williams (1989). The essential steps in the process are best understood
by cons idering the mineral calc ite, even though one shou ld appreciate that limestone
and marble are not pure calcium carbonate but contain traces of other elements, especia lly magnesium.
In the presence of water, calcite dissociates to yield a positively charged calcium
cation and a negatively charged carbonate anion:
(1)

Carbon dioxide gas dissolves in water to produce carbonic acid:
(2)

The carbonic acid dissociates into a hydrogen cat ion (sometimes called a proton) and a bicarbonate anion:
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Free protons H + combine with carbonate CO}- anions (from equation 1) to form
bicarbonate anions HC0 3-, which are much more soluble in water than carbonate:

(4)
Continuing production of bicarbonate releases calcium ions Ca 2+ into the boundary layer of the water in contact with the mineral face, thereby permitting them to be
carried away in solution. One may note that bicarbonate is produced in two ways: first,
from the dissociation of carbonic acid (as in equation 3), and second, from the reaction of protons with carbonate (as in equation 4).
The entire process can be summarised as

where Ca(HC03 )z is calcium bicarbonate.
The dissolution process continues provided the protons combining with carbonate in equation (4) are replaced by dissociation of further carbonic acid as in equation
(3). When there is net dissolution of the mineral (calcite in this case), the solution is
said to be undersaturated or aggressive with respect to the mineral; but if there is a
dynamic equilibrium with no more solution taking place, the solution is considered to
be saturated. This occurs when the supply of COz going into solution is exhausted or
balanced by the amount of outgassing of COz.
The supply of COz comes partly from the open air, rainwater dissolving it as it
falls through the atmosphere, but most comes from the soil air, where COz levels are
much higher because of the respiration of microorganisms and the decay of organic
matter. In the standard atmosphere at sea level there is about 0.034% COz by volume
(i.e. the partial pressure of COz-written as Peoz-is 0.00034 atmospheres), whereas
in the soil atmosphere COz levels can be typically 2%, and even 10% or more has
been measured. This is important because the amount of COz that can dissolve in
water is proportional to its partial pressure. Thus with high Peoz in the soil, percolating water becomes enriched with dissolved COz, which in turn permits high concentrations of CaC03 to be dissolved. However, if the percolating water should emerge
into a cave, where Peoz levels are typically much closer to the concentrations in the
open atmosphere than to those in the soil, then the COz in the percolating water will
no longer be in equilibrium with the new Peoz of the cave air. It will be oversaturated
with COz and so, to restore equilibrium, degassing will occur (as is observed when a
bottle of beer is uncapped, but at a much gentler rate). This loss of COz from solution
results in the percolating water becoming oversaturated with respect to CaC03 and
Equation 5 then operates in reverse, with the consequence that CaC03 is precipitated
out of solution. This provides the main explanation of why stalactites and stalagmites
(Figure 17.3) are deposited in caves. Their deposition is sometimes also encouraged
by evaporation of water, but since the atmosphere deep within caves is close to
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100% relati ve humidity, evaporation is usually negligible (it becomes more important
near the entrances to caves , where there is a freer exchange of a ir with the outside
atmosph ere ).

Distribution and rate of limestone denudation
Theoret ical principles of calcite disso lution established in the laboratory prov ide a
basis for our understanding of chemical denudation of karst rocks . But in the field
many natural complex ities modify the actual solution that occurs, affecting both the
rate at which solution occurs (the kinetics) and the total amount that will dissolve
given enough time (the equilibrium so lubility). These in turn help d etermine the
three-d imensional d istribution of solutional denudation.
Figure 17 .6 compares ac tual meas urements of limestone denudatio n by solution in
Arctic, temperate and tropical regions with theoretical predictions based on chemical
principles. It shows that while the influence of CO 2 availab ility is significant, the
dominant env ironmental contro l on limestone denudation is precipitation-wet
regi~ns hav ing very much greater denudation rates than drier regions. Globa l so lu tiona I denudation va ries over two orders of magnitude from 10 1 to 10 2 mm equivalent
thickness per thousand years.
Denudation rates express the amount of material leav ing the basin, but to understand how this influences the development of landforms it is important to know where
this solution h as occurred. In this context it is helpful to make a distinction between
autogenic, allogenic, and mixed systems (Figure 17. 7). In autogenic systems, which
are composed only of carbonate rocks , the solutional denudation is distributed
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throughout the entire catchment. By contrast, in catchments of mixed geology solution is attributable both to the precipitation that fa lls onto the karst outcrop (autogenic recharge) and to the water that flows onto the karst from elsewhere (al1ogenic
recharge). The denudation accomplished by these forms of recharge is different for
two reasons: first, because the geochemical evolution of the water is different as soils
and biota vary on the different rocks; and second, because the recharge is organised
differen tly, being d iffuse and relatively even in the autogenic case, and focused and
high volume in the allogenic case, with solution being restricted to the line of the
watercourse. A utogenic so lution therefore mainly accounts for general surface lowering and for landforms such as closed depressions, whereas allogenic solutio n is mainly
responsible for the development of caves and gorges .
For a given rainfall , the a mount of so lution accomplished by autogenic recharge
and the depth below the sulface to which it penetrates depends upon the availability
of CO 2 as solution occurs. A distinction can be recognised between coincident (sometimes called 'open') and sequential (or 'closed') solution . In both cases , as water infiltrates into the so il the systems are phys ically open to the exchange of air and water,
but in the sequential case as water percolates downwards only two phases interact at a
given site- that is, water reacts with limestone but no gas is present. Thus when free
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Figu re 17.7 Three karst denudation syst ems: aut ogenic (a) and allogenic (b) are end memb ers, with the mi xed
autogenic-allogenic (c) intermediate case being the most common. (Ford & Williams 1989)
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protons are used in the so lution process , no replenishment can occur by further solu tion of CO 2, By contrast, in the coincident system CO 2 is always present (the so il is
aerated and shallower ), so that further production of carbonic acid and free protons
can occur (following equations 2 and 3 above) as solution takes place until a balance
is reached between CO 2 dissolved in water and Peo2 of the so il a ir. The result is that
much more solution is possible under coincident than under sequential conditions.
Coincident processes prevail where limestone occurs in the root zone of plants, which
is the main source region of CO 2, But if so ils are very thick and the limestone is not
encountered until well below the root zone, then sequential conditions dominate,
especially if the so il is waterlogged. This is often the case where thick volcanic ash
covers much of the karst, as at Waitomo, or where loess soils or wind-blown sands are
very thick.

The connection between solution processes and karst
landforms
'Karst can be viewed as an open system composed of two clearly integrated hydrological and geochemical subsystems operating upon the karst rocks' (Ford & Williams
1989) . The hydrologica l cycle provides the main source of energy by driving a water
circulation through the karst rocks. The structure of the rock provides the possible
subsurface pathways that water can follow through a myriad of fissures of all sizes,
including fa ults, joints, bedd ing planes, and interconnected pores. Solution operating
on the surface, as well as within these countless underground routes, results in the distinctive landforms that ch aracterise karst.

The epikarst
The zone of greatest solutiona l attack is just below the surface near the source of CO 2
production in the soil. Consequently, as water seeps underground its abi lity to disso lve
more limestone (i.e. its aggressiveness) diminishes with depth. As a result, the fissures
in the limestone are more opened by solutional widening near the surface and taper
with depth, sometimes closing completely (Figure 17.8). This particularly weathered
zone at the top of the bedrock just beneath the so il is known as the epikarst (or subcutaneous zone) . Its depth is typically about 10 m, but this depends on the rock characteristics (notably its purity and fissuring) and the dissolution system (potentially
deeper under coincident than under sequential conditions). The importance of the
epikarst for landform evolution resides in the strong contrast that can develop
between permeability and water storage in this zone compared with that which exists
in the less weathered underlying rock. However, in limestones that are very porous
and highly fissured (and in some cases impure), a well developed ep ikarst does not
evolve because there is insufficient contrast in permeability between rock near the
surface and at depth. Thus, the range of karst landforms that are produced in lithologies with poorly developed ep ikarsts (e.g. in coral, in highly porous chalks, and in
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thinly bedded impure limestones ) is more restricted th an in rocks where the epikarst is
well developed (e.g. in massive, pure limestones, and marble ).

Input to output connections
In order for major ka rst landforms such as enclosed depress ions to develop , the rock
removed in solution must be carried right through the karst terrain and be discharged
at springs . The developmen t of this underground plumbing takes time, so th at subterranean conduit evo lution must precede surface landfo rm development. T he o riginal
apertures in unweathered (unka rstified) crystalline limestone and marble are small ,
often only a few micrometres wide. They consist of pores and bedding planes assoc iated with the original sedimentation of the rock, and joints and fa ults th at were a
response to the forces of tension and compress ion leading to brittle fracture during
uplift and folding. Collective ly these spaces can be referred to as primary fissuring.
Resistance to water flow through such narrow spaces is great, consequently flo w is very
slow and laminar. But, given eno ugh time, seepages eventually penetrate th ro ugh
some fissures to the output boundary of the karst. Enlargement by solution of some of
these pathways to even just 1 mm diameter increases flow rates significantly. With
increased flow, the solution rate increases further, and when a continuo us conduit of
5-15 mm d iameter extends right thro ugh the rock, flow can become turbulent and can
also begin to tran sport and disch arge fine insoluble particles. It takes the order of 5000
years for a conduit of 1 km length to develop up to this size. But once the hydraulic
threshold of laminar to turb ulent flow h as been passed , cave enlargement proceeds
more rapidly. Cave passages to 3 m diameter can develop in abo ut 104-105 years.
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In t he epikarst, fi ss ures are opened by so lut io n near t he source of CO 2 in t he ro~t zone, but
diminish in width with depth as th e aggressivity of percolating waters diminishes. (William s 1993)

Figure 17.8
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Caves and subterranean hydrologic systems
The longest cave in the world is the Mammoth-Flint Ridge-Rope-Procter System in
Kentucky, U SA. It is an interconnected system of essen tially horizontal dendritic passages at different levels totalling 530 km in length but developed in only about 100 m
vertical thickness of limestone, although extending over a large area. The secondlongest cave is also formed in a relatively limited stratigraphic thickness of host rock,
but in this case gypsum is abo ut 20 m thick. It is Optimisticeskaya Cave in the Ukraine
and measures over 165 km in length . By contrast, the longest cave in Australasia is
Mamo Kananda in Papu a New Guinea at 52 km, and in New Zealand the Bulmer
System on Mt Owen is about 50 km long (and extend ing still by exploration).
Caves pass th rough d ifferent stages of in itiation, enlargement, stagnatio n, and
decay, being finally destroyed as th e sUl{ace of the ground is eroded downwards and
consumes them . But because this takes a long time, caves can be some of the world's
oldest landforms, their underground sites affording protection even from the severest
effects of cont inental glac iation. Thus sed iments in the Mammoth-Flint RidgeRope-Procter System have been determined by cosmogenic dating and by
palaeomagnetism to be about 2.5 million years old , and fossil an imal teeth and bones
in cave sediments in parts of southern China are tho ught to date from the Pliocenethat is, 2.5- 10 million years old (Ford & Williams 1989, Gi llieson 1996) .

Development

of cave plan patterns

The plan pattern of most caves is dendritic, because they are usually formed by underground rivers with numerous tributaries. One can conceptualise the development that
occurs by imagining an input boundary where water first penetrates into the karst
rocks, and an output boundary some distance away where this underground water
eventually re-emerges and escapes. Between the two is an anastomosing, braided- like
network of capillary tubes. The initial passage of a proto cave forms by water penetrating a fissure, such as a bedding plane at the input boundary, and seeping th rough to
the output end. Once the first tube connects to the output boundary, the high resistance to flow within the network starts to be destroyed and a wave of capi llary
enlargement extends from the tiny spring, working back upstream through the system.
In the process, the underground flow fie ld is reoriented towards what has become the
principal drain, with smaller tributaries connecting with the deve loping main tube,
although the conduits in the system may still only be of the order of centimetres in
diameter. Many of the initial tubes become abandoned as a few main drains dominate
the system and the active network rationalises into a dendritic pattern. Once flow is
turbulent enough to transport fine suspended sediment, many of the abandon ed initial
tubes become backwaters choked with sed iment. Valley incision at the o utput boundary permits downcutting of the spring, which progresses upstream into the developing
cave. The lowest spring along an output boundary will tend to capture the flow within
the karst, resulting in increased discharge and further cave passage enlargement.

Vertical development

of caves

The longest caves in the world tend to be developed in essentially horizontally bedded
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rocks in plateaux regions, whereas the deepest caves are found in high mo untains
where rocks are often fo lded, fa ulted, and steeply dipping. Deeply incised gorges provide the relief that permits underground water to descend to considerable depths.
Consequently, in alpine ranges many caves are exp lored to a vertical depth of more
than 1 km. A ll are in ca rbonate rocks. The world's deepest-known caves are Reseau
Jean Bernard (1 535 m) in Fran ce, and Vj aceslav Pantjukhin (1465 m) in Russia. The
deepest in N ew Zealand is N ett lebed Cave (889 m) on Mt Arthur, Nelson.
O nce init ial connectio ns have been made to the output boundary, usua lly near
the base of a neighbouring valley, water can flow through the underground system.
Fro m high on a mountain, water penetrates down an y fissure that permits a rapid vertical descent th ro ugh the rock. This may be down a fault plane or down a steeply dipping bedding plane, fo r example. O nce trapped within such a fissure, the only
pathways permi tting water movement to wards the output boundary may be the occasional cross-joint. Thus in rocks with low fissure frequency, underground wa ter may
penetrate to depths well below the spring before it can finally circulate across and
upwards to escape. In some cases, such as the Fontaine de Vaucluse in Fran ce, water is
known to flow upwards through flooded passages for more than 300 m before finally
overflowing at the spring. One may imagine water from the headwaters cascading
downwards into the heart of the karst mass if until a permanently flooded zone is
reach ed, after which continued flow is through flooded tubes to the spring. This
fl ooded region is called the phreatic zone and its upper surface is called the piezometric surface (or water table ). The aerated region above the phreatic zone, down
through which water perco lates fre ely unde r the influence of grav ity and in which
most explorable caves are fo und, is referred to as the vadose zone.
A n important characteristic of karst systems is that when water circulates through
them, it also dissolves the rock. Thus passages become larger over time, and resistance
to flow through them diminish es. This increases the vo lume of interconnected vo id
space (or secondary porosity), and so the water table falls. Whereas in the early stages
of cave deve lopment in rocks with low fissure frequency, passages may penetra te in
deep ph reatic loops below th e level of outflow springs, as karstification progresses
other cross-connecting passages develop at shallower depths, and so these caves
become characterised by multiple but sh allower phreatic loops (Figure 17.9 ). Where
the karst rocks were highly fissured in the first place, deep ph reatic loops do not
develop at any time; instead, underground streams on reaching the piezome tric surface , te nd to develop passages that run more or less di rectly towards the outflow
spring. These are referred to as water-table caves. Superb examples are found ben eath
the Nullarbor Plain in Australia.

Karst groundwater and springs
The piezometric surface slopes towards the spring and its topography can be mapped
by joining the standing water levels in flooded tubes (or in wells drilled into the karst) .
The alternative term 'water table' is widely used but is not very appropriate because
the surface is rarely flat or hor izontal, often having significant slope and undu lating
rel ief. T his is because the unde rground drainage system is dyna'mic, with water
recharging in d iffe rent places and flowing th ro ugh passages with varying frictional
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3

Cave with mixture of phreatic and water-table levelled
components

2

4

Phreatic cave w ith multiple loops cave

Ideal water-table cave

Figure 17.9 This Four-state Model d ifferentiates the basic types of phreatic and water-table caves. (Ford &
Williams 1989)

resistance . The altitude of the piezometric sUlface also changes, and during major
recharge events, such as after heavy rain, its level may rise considerably, with 50-100
m being quite common. This zone of piezometric fluctuation is known as the
epiphreatic zone.
Karst groundwaters eventually escape at springs. Their yields vary from a few litres
per second to up to about 100 m3 s-1 (there being 1000 litres in a cubic metre). Since
about 25% of the global population is supplied largely or entirely by karst water, careful management of karst springs and their groundwater systems is clearly essential,
especially because they are easily polluted. These and other impacts of human activity
on karst are discussed in Williams (1993) .
Three categories of karst springs are recognised: free-draining, dammed, and confined (Figure 17.10), although in nature combinations can also occur in particularly
complex systems. Thus the largest spring in New Zealand, the Waikoropupu Springs
in northwest South Island, is partly confined and partly dammed by the sea (Williams
1992). Water takes an average of about 3-4 years to flow through the entire system,
although some takes much longer. Since the outflow rate averages about 15 m3 s-l, the
volume of the groundwater reservoir feeding the spring is at least 1.5 km 3 . Its volume
is disseminated widely through voids in Ordovician marble with a stratigraphic thickness of more than 1 km beneath a valley some 20 km long.
In general, the flow-through time of water in karst systems is very much quicker
than in the above example. Literally thousands of water-tracing experiments have
shown that underground karst streams to flow at average velocities of the order of mm
to cm per second; thus several kilometres can be traversed in a few days. Because the
size of karst conduits is large and the travel time through them is typically short, there
is little filtering of pathogenic organisms and insufficient time for them to die. Most
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1.

Free draining

(b) Contact

(a) Hanging

2.

Dammed

(d) Aggraded

(c) Impounded

3.

Confined

Figure 17.10 Types of springs encountered in karst. (Ford & Williams 1989)

bacteria can easily surv ive 10-30 days underground. Hence, although karst springs
may look clear, cool, and inviting to drink, caution is definitely required before doing
so, even in lightly inhabited areas.

Surface landforms
Minor solution sculpture
Before rainwater drains underground it flows across rocky outcrops on the surface. The
resulting corrosion of these outcrops yields a small-scale solution sculpture of vertically fluted rock and widely opened joints, collectively known as Japies (French) or
karren (German). Rocky spires produced in this way can sometimes be tens of metres
high, although individual karren are normally smaller (Figure 17.4). These forms are
particularly common above the tree line, where soil and vegetation are thin or absent,
but karren also develop beneath a soil and vegetation cover. When subso il karren are
exposed by soil erosion, the forms are found to be more rounded because the soil acts
like a damp sponge and distributes solutional attack more evenly than on the surface,
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where rainfall is strongly directed by grav ity and drying occurs between storms. A
really extensive expanse of any or all of these features constitutes a karrenfeld.

Solution dolines and polygonal karst
Once the 'plumbing' has evo lved sufficiently to drain rainfall through the limestone,
then maj or karst landforms can develop on the surface. Rainwater can infiltrate more
readily into the subcutaneous zone than it can percolate out of it, because of the bottleneck effect of widened fissures closing with depth (Figure 17.8 ). Hence after heavy
rain, the epikarst becomes saturated with water, even to the extent that further
recharge may in places lead to saturated overland flow. However, most water in the
ep ikarst eventually drains away down leakage paths through the vadose zone. These
percolation pathways increase progress ive ly in efficiency as they enlarge by solution,
and the more efficient have the effect of drawing down water stored in the subcutaneous zone. This under-draining of the epikarst results in a dimpling of the piezometric surface of this zone (Figure 17.11) with draw-down cones above leakage paths.

(a) Surface topography

c

(c) Vertica l hydraul ic conductivity (m day ')

Figure 17.1 1 The re lationship between sunace so lution dol ine topography (a), underlying relief on th e
subcuta neous piezometric sunace (b), and vertical hydraulic conductivity (c) near the base of the epikarstic waterstorage zone. (Ford & Williams 1989)
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One consequence of the development of draw-down cones in the water stored in
the epikarst is that flow lines converge centripetally on the lowest part of the drawdown centre. This increases the local throughput of water (the solvent), and thereby
focuses epikarstic solution activity. Over time the greater solution in these localities
gains expression at the surface as enclosed bowl-shaped depressions known as solution
dolines (Figure 17.2). This is the hallmark landform that most characterises karst. In
some landscapes, such dolines occupy all the available space, producing a surface
topography with a geometry that resembles a large-scale egg tray. The topographic
divides of adjacent individual do lines form a polygonal pattern when traced in plan;
hence this style of topography is known as polygonal karst. It is widespread in the
Waitomo region of the North Island, where the average density of dolines is about 55
per km 2• They are developed on thinly bedded Oligocene limestones with a very high
fissure frequency. International comparisons show this to be a particularly finely textured polygonal karst of relatively small dolines.
By contrast, at the other end of the spectrum is the coarse grained polygonal karst
of Guangxi in southern China, with a do line density of about 4 per km 2 and individual do line basins almost 14 times larger than at Waitomo. The Guangxi karst is developed in very massive and thick Palaeozoic limestones with a very low fissure
frequency, suggesting that the hydrology of the epikarst, which depends above all on
the fissure frequency of the bedrock, is a major determinant of the detailed topography
of the surface. The particularly large, and correspondingly deep, solution do lines of
some tropical and subtropical karsts are also called cockpits, a Jamaican term recalling
days when cock-fights were sometimes held in these basins.

Col/apse and suffosion dolines
Solutional denudation of the surface eventually leads to the roof over a cave being so
thin that it collapses. This is particularly common just downstream from the sink
point of a stream, or just upstream of a spring, but can also occur above cave passages
in the interior of karsts. Three main processes are considered to be responsible for the
development of collapse depressions: solution from above, which weakens the span of
a cave roof; collapse from below within a cave, which widens, thins, and thereby
progressively weakens the cave roof; and removal of buoyant support by water-table
lowering, which increases effective loading on the cave span to the extent that its
strength may be exceeded.
In nature some or all of these mechanisms may interact. Thus we may find that
solution processes within a solution doline may cause the basin to incise above an
underlying cave, the roof of which thereby thins and weakens, leading to collapse of
the spanning arch and doline floor into the void beneath. This yields a polygenetic
doline, the upper slopes having been produced by solution, and the lower slopes by
collapse. The Lost World doline, a well-known adventure tourism abseiling site near
Te Kuiti in the North Island, is an excellent example.
Whatever the exact mix of processes, collapse dolines are characterised by very
steep, often cylindrical slopes. These dolines can be hundreds of metres in diameter
and of similar depth, although most are smaller. Over time they degrade to the extent
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that the doline bottom becomes so filled with debris that its slopes are rounded off and
become indistinguishable in surface topography from a so lution doline.
Where the karst is covered by superficial deposits such as alluvium, volcan ic ash,
glacial drift, loess, or sand, these sed iments may be evacuated downwards through
widened fissures in the underly ing karstified rock. The process of down washing of fine
sediment into underlying cavities is called suffosion, and depressions dimpling the
surface of drift depos its where this occurs are known as suffosion dolines. The process
is usually gradual and mainly mechanical, but if so luble part icles occur in the mantling
drift, then chemica l solution may also be invo lved. Suffosion dolines are formed
mainly or ent irely in the drift deposit and are usually much smaller than solution or
co llapse dolines, being usually metres to tens of metres in diameter.
The term sink-hole is sometimes used to describe any kind of doline or stream
sink, but because of the ambiguity that arises from this loose usage, the above, more
precise terms are preferred.

Blind valleys and dry valleys
Whereas solution dolines are a response to autogenic recharge, at an allogenic recharge
boundary a different suite of landforms develops. Rivers and streams flowing from nonlimestone terrains into karst usually sink underground at or near the lithological contact. Where they sink, their valley terminates in a steep slope and is given the name
blind valley. There are numerous examples in karsts throughout the world , an interesting case in New Zealand being at Broken River, near Cass in the South Island. The
Pacific Islands also have many examples, such as on Atiu and Mangaia in the Cook
group, where streams draining radially from volcanic inliers disappear into the inland
edge of raised coral reefs ringing the islands, later to reappear as intertidal springs.
Sometimes sinking streams retreat headwards up their valleys, leaving an abandoned
blind head and dry valley downstream. A spectacular case is Homestead Creek, on
Takaka Hill in the South Island, whose dry valley leads to an abandoned sink point at
Harwoods Hole, a 176 m vertical shaft in marble that must once have received an
immensely impressive watelfall. Dry valleys marking fonner stream courses are common
in karst, and are associated with lowering water tables and reduced surface stream flow.

Poljes
Sometimes a particularly large blind valley encloses a basin of a square kilometre or
more in area with a well-developed, flat flood-plain floor, and it may receive more
than one allogenic stream sinking at different points. Such large enclosed depress ions
at the edge of karsts are known as border poljes, the term polje being a Slav term
meaning 'field' (Figure 17.12) . Because of their relationship to sinking streams, the
floors of poljes often flood, particularly when the discharge of the inflowing river is
greater than can be absorbed by the stream sink (also termed a ponor). There is no
clear demarcation between blind valleys and border poljes. They are transitional
forms, the larger ones with particularly flood-prone fIatt ish floors being ca lled poljes.
New Zealand cases are Lake Disappear, near Raglan in the western North Island, and
the Bullock Creek depression, near Punakaiki on the West Coast (Figure 17.13) .
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Figure 17.12 Three basic types of polje. These may
cover tens of square kilometres and are by far the largest
enclosed depressions found in karst. (Ford & Williams
1989)
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Figure 17.13 The Bullock Creek depression, a border polje in the Paparoa National Park, and the subterranean
connections to numerous springs in Cave Creek. (Williams 1992)

Poljes may also be found in the interior of karsts, where structural conditions have
produced tectonic depressions with inliers of relatively impervious rocks. In these
cases, the inlier acts like a dam on regional groundwater movement, forcing it to
emerge as springs on the upstream side of the barrier. Water then flows across the
inlier, to sink in ponors on the downstream side, the intervening region being developed into an alluviated plain. These features are known as structural poljes (Figure
17.12). In the Dinaric region of the Adriatic, where they have been most intensively
studied, their flat floors can cover tens to hundreds of square kilometres in area.
Genetically distinct from the above is the baselevel polje (Figure 17.12), which is
a very large enclosed depression entirely in karst rock that has been incised by solution
down to the level of the epiphreatic zone. Such poljes are typically located close to the
outflow boundary of a karst. They have swampy floors and can be envisaged as windows on the water-table. Hence they inundate when the regional piezometric surface
rises in the wet season. There are no Australian or New Zealand examples of either
structural or baselevel poljes, although both are found in Papua New Guinea.
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Gorges and natural bridges
Small allogenic streams sink almost immediately they encounter karst, whereas larger
strea ms can penetrate we ll into the karst before flowing underground, and even bigger
rivers never sink but run right through the karst in deep gorges. These tend to be
antecedent ri vers that have maintained their course by their rate of downwards incision keeping pace with the rate of regional tectonic uplift. Thus the gorges they produce are not karst landforms but fluvial landforms, although the steep cliffs that bound
them owe their form to the mechanically resistant nature of carbonate rocks. The
Waitakere (Nile) River gorge, near Punakaiki, is a case in point. Howeve r, in some
cases gorges are produced by karst processes, as when the roof collapses along the route
of a cave. In such cases, the gorge marks the line of a former cave, and remnant natural
arches may be left behind. The Natura l Bridge at Waitomo and the Oparara Arch n ea r
Karamea are particularly good examples.

Long-term development of karst landscapes
One way of understanding how karst landscapes develop in the long term is to study
the landforms in a region where they are only just starting to form as impermeable
cover rocks are stripped off, and to compare the landscape being produced there with
that found in a neighbouring area on the same rocks where solutional erosion has proceeded for a very much longer time. This is the strategy of substituting space for time,
the assumption being that the new ly eroding site wi ll undergo essentia lly the same
sequence of evolut ion as the older landscape. At Wa itomo the whole process from
initiation of ka rst to its final destruction, in the course of which about 100 m of
Oligocene limestones are removed, takes about 5 million years. But in some karsts
where the stratigraphic thickness of limestone and the relief are much greater, the
period required can be much longer. Furthermore, the sequence of events may be
repeated if the region is uplifted , because then the water table fa lls within the limestone rock and a new thick vadose zone is revea led, in which karst landforms can
develop once more. This process of baselevellowering and re-initiation of landfor m
development is called rejuvenation.
Another way of investigating long-term landscape ch ange is by computer simulation (or mode lling) . In this case, a minimum number of ass umpt ions is made abo ut
initial conditions in the karst. Rando m stream-s ink po ints and random but small topographic irregularities are permitted o n an initial surface . Rain water is required to flow
directly downslope and solution rate is proportional to · runoff. Input-to-output
drainage lines are assumed through the body of the karst rock, which itself is assumed
to have homogeneous permeabi lity and so lubility characteristics. The model starts by
raining onto the karst surface, water runs downhill and dissolves limestone, and the
surface is thereby lowered a small but measurable amount. This is iterated numerous
times, and eventually a landscape develops depending on where most limestone solu tion has taken place.
A three-dimensional karst model of this sort by Ahnert and Williams (1997)
shows how po lygonal karst can develop and is espec ially useful in visualising the end
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stages, when under certain circumstances residual conical h ills dot a corrosion plain
(Figure 17. 14) . These fo rms are similar to the cone karst of southern C hina (Figure
17.5 ), morphologica l variations of which are well known in several humid tropica l
and subtropical karsts (including the steeper variant called tower karst) . The modelling confirms earlier field observations that ka rst cones and towers can be directly
descended fro m res idual hills formed between cockpit-style dep ressions in an earlier
polygonal karst stage of the landscape.

(b)

(a)
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Figure 17.14 A three-d ime nsio nal co mputer model of ka rst landsca pe deve lopme nt. Note that an arb itrary t ime
scale is used . with each time unit of development (T) representing one passage t hrough the model program loop.
(Ahn ert &Williams 1997)

Summary
This chapter focused on solution processes and New Zealand's landscapes developed
on carbonate rocks. A fter giving some background on the origin and n ature of the
term 'karst', the chapter proceeded by discussing the d issolution process of carbonate
rocks. T he chemical reactions were descri bed and the controls on ch emica l de nudat ion rates were discussed. Distinctions were made between autogenic systems, where
carbonate rocks occur through out the catch ment and there is general surface lowering
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and landforms such as closed depressions develop, and allogenic systems, where the
catchment is composed of mixed geology and cave and gorge development results.
The chapter continued by discussing the connection between solution processes
and karst landforms. This included discussion of the nature of epikarst, the underground pathways of solution, the nature and development of caves and subterranean
hydrologic systems, and karst groundwater and springs. Surface landforms of different
scales were then described, with examples from New Zealand landscapes. The chapter
concluded by discussing the long-term development of karst landscapes and how
improved understanding of this landscape can be gained through careful field studies
and modelling approaches.
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